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Post-Christendom, Post-Constantinian,

Post-Christian . . . Does the Label Matter?

Stuart Murray

The demise of Christendom is of fundamental significance in understanding the
present and future relationship between the churches and European culture.
Attempts to develop post-Christendom perspectives are hindered by linguistic and
conceptual confusion. This article explores misleading implications of the terms
‘post-Constantinian’ and ‘post-Christian’ and argues for the consistent use of the
term ‘post-Christendom’. Use of the terms ‘Christendom’ and ‘post-Christendom’
has been criticised for failing to differentiate between different kinds of Church–
state partnerships, some of which may be less problematic than others. This
article acknowledges such historical differences but argues that there is an
underlying ideological unity susceptible of being described and investigated under
these labels. It argues further that attempts to promote a benign expression of
Christendom as a possible future for Europe are unwise. It summarises the
transitions occurring as Europe journeys beyond Christendom and argues for
creative engagement with post-Christendom as an opportunity for ecclesial
renewal.

Keywords: post-Christendom; European Union; European constitutional treaty;
secularisation; multi-religious society; church-state partnerships; Anabaptist
Network; Ecclesial renewal

Europe’s ‘Christian heritage’

In August 2006, German chancellor Angela Merkel provoked controversy by
declaring in relation to the proposed European Union constitutional treaty: ‘I
believe this treaty should be linked to Christianity and God because Christianity was
decisive in the formation of Europe’. Her forthright statement followed a private
meeting with Pope Benedict XVI and was interpreted as support for his campaign to
recognise Europe’s Christian heritage.

From a historical perspective, phrases such as ‘Christianity was decisive in the
formation of Europe’ and ‘Europe’s Christian heritage’ are unobjectionable.
Although some might argue that the classical heritage of Greece and Rome has
also played a formative role in shaping European society and culture (with a
much smaller number going further and insisting that the indigenous European
religious tradition is paganism), most accept that Christianity has provided
the philosophical and theological framework for the emergence of Europe and
its development over many centuries. Europe does indeed have a Christian
heritage.

Objections to the inclusion of any reference to this Christian heritage, or indeed
to God, in the constitutional treaty (should this document ever receive approval) are
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not rooted in disagreement about the historical influence of Christianity in Europe
but in disquiet about the implications of acknowledging or highlighting this in the
preamble to a contemporary political treaty. Critics warn that even an apparently
innocuous statement could alienate nations such as France, which insists on rigidly
separating religion and politics, Britain, with its deeply ambivalent attitude to such
issues, and the strongly secular Scandinavian countries. Others express concern that
documenting Europe’s Christian heritage would send a message to Turkey that, as a
predominantly Muslim nation, it is not really wanted in the European ‘Christian
club’. Acknowledging Europe’s Christian heritage could be interpreted not merely
as a historical reference, but as implying that Muslims, Hindus, Sikhs, Jews and
others from diverse religious backgrounds living in Europe are less than fully
European.

These objections are regarded with dismay by many Christians and interpreted
as further evidence of public hostility towards Christianity, the stifling influence of
secularism, the impact of fear-based political correctness and intolerance masquer-
ading as toleration. It is certainly possible to counter these objections with others. In
several nations, despite the influence of secularism and the influx of members of
other faith communities, censuses and surveys reveal that a surprisingly large
majority of the population identify themselves as Christians. Around 70% in Britain
identified themselves as Christians in answer to a census question that allowed
people not to answer it. In supposedly secular Denmark, although only 2% of the
population attends church regularly, over 80% pay a small annual fee to be
members of the Lutheran Church and up to 40% are found in church services each
Christmas. And the reaction of nations that joined the European Union in 2004 and
2007 to the proposed exclusion from the constitutional treaty of any reference to
Europe’s Christian heritage has been disappointment, not least in Poland, where
there was already considerable scepticism about membership of the European
Union.

This ongoing debate about the terminology used in a political treaty and the
underlying questions about values, social cohesion and the relationship between
religion and politics is one of many indications that Europe is continuing to
marginalise or even disavow its Christian heritage. Whatever censuses may
suggest, the influence of Christianity in the public sphere (and increasingly also in
the private sphere) appears to be waning. Multifaith and secular perspectives are
now much more acceptable than Christian values and convictions in public
debate.

These developments may, as Grace Davie has argued, make Europe an
‘exceptional case’ in global terms1 (although some other Western nations share
these characteristics), but the assumption of most opinion-formers in Europe seems
to be that other societies will come round to this European perspective in due course.
This neocolonialist attitude does not, however, sit well with the postcolonialist
liberalism that otherwise informs such opinion-formers, resulting quite often in a
degree of discomfort and dissonance in what they write and say. Furthermore, as
indicated by the increasing popularity of the term ‘post-secular’ to describe
contemporary European societies, there seems to be growing evidence that the
‘secularisation project’ is in trouble as religion increasingly dominates the global
political agenda, supposedly secular Europeans engage in diverse searches for

1Davie, Europe.
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spiritual meaning, and immigrants from other parts of the world resist the lure of
European secularism and insist on practising and advocating their faith (as
Christians, Muslims, Sikhs, Buddhists, Hindus, etc.).2

This invigorating but confusing scenario is further complicated by the often
uncritical use of certain terms and concepts. Whether or not the European
constitutional treaty should contain any reference to Europe’s Christian heritage,
commentators are understandably drawn to phrases such as ‘post-Christian’ or
‘post-Christendom’ to signify the transition from a culture shaped by this ‘Christian
heritage’ to a culture now influenced by a range of ideologies, philosophies and
values. Some Christian commentators also choose to use ‘post-Constantinian’ to
describe the current situation.

But these terms beg various questions and often carry assumptions into
discussions that need to be uncovered and tested if clarity rather than confusion is
to result. The purpose of this article is to probe the meaning and implications of the
terms ‘post-Christendom’, ‘post-Constantinian’ and ‘post-Christian’. This is essen-
tially a ground-clearing exercise, which will not enable us to resolve the issues
around the proposed constitutional treaty (or similar questions about the status and
role of Christianity in Europe today), but which might help us identify more
clearly some of the underlying issues and think carefully about what we might
advocate and why.

Post-Christendom

The term ‘post-Christendom’ has become increasingly familiar in conversations
about culture, Church and mission in contemporary Europe and other Western
societies. While discussions about the meaning and impact of ‘postmodernity’, and
how Christians might engage with this slippery concept and its social expressions,
may still be more common than discussions about the significance of the demise of
Christendom, this further culture shift is now attracting increasing attention. The
term itself has been used for many years by cultural commentators, sociologists and
missiologists, but only comparatively recently has it begun to impinge on the
thinking of church leaders and informed church members. ‘Post-Christendom’
appears to have been accepted as a significant lens through which to view
the emerging cultural landscape.

However, different people (at both academic and popular levels) interpret the
term ‘post-Christendom’ in different ways. Sometimes this helps us engage with the
issues we face; but sometimes it simply causes confusion. This confusion is apparent,
for example, in the ‘emerging church’ conversation (to which this journal devoted a
special issue in 2006).3 In this conversation, which is primarily concerned with
missional and ecclesial responses to postmodernity, ‘post-Christendom’ has
appeared with increasing frequency. This term is often used, though, as if it were
merely a synonym for postmodernity.

Understanding and engaging with postmodernity is undoubtedly important, but
referring to this culture shift as ‘post-Christendom’ does not aid clarity of thinking.
The transition from modernity to postmodernity and from Christendom to post-
Christendom confronts us with a cultural and missional ‘double whammy’. These

2See further Jenkins, God’s Continent.
3International Journal for the Study of the Christian Church 6, no. 1 (2006).
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shifts overlap, complement and reinforce each other in various ways, so we do need
to explore their interrelationship and dual impact. But post-Christendom is not the
same as postmodernity. Post-Christendom presents different challenges and
opportunities.

In an attempt to clarify the issues raised by the demise of Christendom and the
coming of post-Christendom, the Anabaptist Network4 commissioned a series of
books in which the meaning and implications of this significant culture shift could
be examined. For nearly five centuries the often maligned Anabaptist tradition has
questioned the legitimacy of the Christendom system and advocated alternative
ways in which Christians can engage with their societies. The Anabaptist Network, a
small resource agency operating mainly in Britain and Ireland, draws on this
tradition in order to develop creative responses to the opportunities and challenges
European Christians face now that Christendom (however this system is evaluated)
appears to be in terminal decline. Various writers are exploring in this ‘After
Christendom’ series the implications of post-Christendom for the Church and its
ministry.5

The first book in the ‘After Christendom’ series, Post-Christendom, offered a
definition of the concept: ‘the culture that emerges as the Christian faith loses
coherence within a society that has been definitively shaped by the Christian story
and as the institutions that have been developed to express Christian convictions
decline in influence’.6

As with all terms that begin with the prefix ‘post’ (and there are many of these
in texts on contemporary culture, indicating the prevalence of the notion that
European culture is in the throes of a significant period of cultural transition), it is
necessary first to look back to the Christendom that our culture is arguably moving
away from.

What, then, was Christendom?

. Christendom was a geographical region in which almost everyone was at least
nominally Christian.

. Christendom was a historical era from the early fourth-century conversion of
the Emperor Constantine I to the twentieth century.

. Christendom was a civilisation shaped primarily by the story, language,
symbols and rhythms of Christianity.

. Christendom was a political arrangement in which Church and state provided
mutual, if often uneasy, support and legitimation.

. Christendom was an ideology, a mindset, a way of thinking about God’s
activity in the world.

Critics would add that, despite its remarkable achievements, Christendom was
also imperialistic, oppressive and brutal, and that it distorted the Christian faith.

Having examined these different facets on the fading Christendom era, Post-
Christendom identified seven transitions that mark the shift from Christendom to

4See http://www.anabaptistnetwork.com.
5Murray, Post-Christendom; Murray, Church after Christendom; Bartley, Faith and Politics
after Christendom; Pimlott, Youth Work after Christendom; further books forthcoming.
6Murray, Post-Christendom, 19.
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post-Christendom, each of which has implications for how Christians understand
their role within society:

. From the centre to margins: in Christendom the Christian story and the
churches were central, but in post-Christendom these are marginal.

. From majority to minority: in Christendom Christians comprised the (often
overwhelming) majority, but in post-Christendom they are a minority.

. From settlers to sojourners: in Christendom Christians felt at home in a culture
shaped by their story, but in post-Christendom they are aliens, exiles and
pilgrims in a culture where they no longer feel at home.

. From privilege to plurality: in Christendom Christians enjoyed many privileges,
but in post-Christendom they are one community among many in a plural
society.

. From control to witness: in Christendom churches could exert control over
society, but in post-Christendom they exercise influence only through
witnessing to their story and its implications.

. From maintenance to mission: in Christendom the emphasis was on maintaining
a supposedly Christian status quo, but in post-Christendom it is on mission
within a contested environment.

. From institution to movement: in Christendom churches operated primarily in
institutional mode, but in post-Christendom they must become again a
Christian movement.7

This definition and these transitions appear to be gaining widespread acceptance,
even if the significance of the transitions and how we respond to these continues to
be debated.

It is within these debates that more helpful differences emerge in the ways the
term ‘post-Christendom’ is used. Some, for example, use the term to signal the end of
a historical era in Western culture but apparently see no need to investigate the
legitimacy or legacy of this era. Christendom is coming to an end. An emerging
culture will require fresh ways of thinking, speaking and acting.8 The authors of the
‘After Christendom’ series propose that a more thoroughgoing disavowal of
the Christendom mindset is necessary – both for the sake of the Church’s integrity
and to enable us to see clearly enough to envision new approaches. For some, the
demise of Christendom represents a major cultural shift; others are less convinced
that it is as significant as authors of the ‘After Christendom’ series are claiming.9

There is also some discussion about different kinds of Christendom. Using the
same term to cover the diverse cultures and political arrangements in Europe
between the fourth and twentieth centuries (and extending this to other Western and
non-Western10 contexts) is undoubtedly problematic. In the eyes of some it is
illegitimate. Christendom, they argue, degenerates into an all-purpose swear word,
devoid of historical accuracy and focus. The perspective from which the ‘After
Christendom’ series is written is that, underlying these diverse forms of Christendom

7Ibid., 20.
8This appears to be the approach of Mead, The Once and Future Church, and Jackson, Hope
for the Church.
9A recent example is Robinson, Planting Mission-shaped Churches Today.
10As in Jenkins, The Next Christendom.
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(which are recognised and discussed in Post-Christendom) are fundamental
assumptions, attitudes, theological and ecclesial commitments, missional priorities
and expectations. For this reason, the term is meaningful and heuristic, even if
distinctions and clarification may sometimes be needed.

An insightful and provocative contribution to this debate appears in Nigel
Wright’s Free Church, Free State.11 Developing recommendations for how the
Church (especially in the ‘free church’ tradition) might engage with the state, Wright
agrees with other critics that Christendom ‘is often used in an undifferentiated way
which overlooks the complexity of the phenomenon’.12 He proceeds to differentiate
between three approaches.

The first approach is ‘theocracy’ or ‘Caesaro-papism’ in which any significant
distinction between Church and state disappears. The head of state is invested with
divinely ordained authority over both Church and state. For several centuries
Byzantine emperors exercised this role over the Church in the East.

The second approach is ‘Constantinian Christendom’, associated with the
relationship in the West between the emperor, or national rulers, and the Catholic
Church. Church and state are partners, the Church legitimising the activities of the
state and the state enforcing the decrees of the Church. This partnership was not
without its tensions, competition for supremacy and hesitations on both sides. But it
was an enduring and effective partnership that enforced Christianity throughout
Europe and suppressed dissent.

The third approach, which Wright calls ‘non-Constantinian Christendom’, is
presented as a possibility, rather than an experienced historical reality, although he
argues that the free church tradition has laid the foundation for this approach in its
advocacy of freedom of conscience and religious liberty. State and Church are
decoupled; coercion in the sphere of religion is renounced; but ‘Christian truth’ is
‘determinative for the public realm’.13

Separating out these three approaches is helpful. Christendom was certainly
constituted and experienced in different ways at different times and in different
regions. But perhaps the distinction between the first and second approaches is one
of degree rather than kind. The seven transitions from Christendom to post-
Christendom noted above seem equally applicable to either form of Christendom.
There were different kinds of Christendom – just as there are different expressions of
post-Christendom (post-Protestant versions are rather different from post-Catholic
versions) – but the generic term still serves to focus attention on fundamental, and
deeply problematic, features of this system.

The third approach is intriguing. What if Europe had been converted through
persuasion rather than imperial incitement, favours and pressure, followed by force
of arms? What if a community or people embraces ‘Christian truth’ without coercion
and enthusiastically?

Some might suggest that the United States is the prime example of ‘non-
Constantinian Christendom’, with its constitutional separation of Church and state
but the persistent influence of Christian rhetoric in the public domain. If this is so,
many would have very serious concerns about such an arrangement, wondering to

11Nigel Wright, Free Church, 272–4.
12Ibid., 273.
13Ibid., 274.
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what extent ‘Christian truth’ is always liable to be co-opted and domesticated rather
than truly being determinative.14

My only personal experience of anything like what Wright posits was a few days
among the Karen people in the hill country of North Thailand. Although I was well
aware from reading mission history that in cultures that are less individualistic than
the West ‘people groups’ (villages, clans, tribes) are converted, I had never before
encountered a whole community that was Christian, indeed Baptist. Everyone
belonged to the church as well as to the village, and there was no apparent sacred/
secular divide. Although I was unable to probe deeply some of the questions I had
about the depth and diversity of commitment to Christ in this community, I found
these days exhilarating and hopeful. But for someone with deep-seated objections to
the notion of Christendom, they were also disconcerting!

But is this Christendom in any of the senses Wright describes? The Karen are a
marginal Christian community in an overwhelmingly non-Christian nation. They
lack the power to coerce religious conformity or suppress dissent (hopefully their
Baptist convictions also discourage any such instincts). There is no state, as such.
Nor are there other religious or secular minorities, whose treatment would be the
acid test for any ‘non-Constantinian’ expression of Christendom, and who might
contest ‘Christian truth’ as determinative for the public realm.

The phrase ‘the gospel as public truth’ is associated especially with Lesslie
Newbigin,15 who insisted when challenged on the issue that he was not advocating
any kind of return to Christendom. Wright adopts a very similar phrase, suggesting
that Christian truth can be determinative for the public realm but, unlike Newbigin,
he does not dissociate this from the notion of Christendom but instead proposes a
‘non-Constantinian’ version of Christendom.

I am attracted by Wright’s proposal and endorse his vision of a society where the
state does not attempt to coerce conscience or favour any religion, and where the
Church does not attempt to bolster its witness by seeking state support. But I am not
convinced that it is helpful to suggest that Christian truth should be ‘determinative’
for the public realm or that the language of ‘non-Constantinian Christendom’ is
appropriate (any more than I am persuaded that Newbigin’s programme, despite his
protestations, could lead anywhere else but to a reconstituted Christendom).

If at some point in the future the Christian community increases so substantially
as to comprise a significant majority of any society, there will be crucial decisions to
make about how that community proclaims the truth it professes, how it embodies
this socially, politically and culturally, and how it copes with those who do not
accept its convictions and norms. The separation of state and Church, freedom of
conscience and advocacy of ‘Christian truth’ in ways that do not disparage or
disadvantage those who hold firm to other convictions (rather than calling for
Christian truth to be determinative in the public realm) would be essential
foundations for such decisions.

But what emerges from this decision-making process should surely not be
labelled ‘non-Constantinian Christendom’. It is simply not wise or feasible after so
many centuries of Christendom (however many expressions of this we identify) to

14The extent to which the US is moving towards, or is already in the throes of, post-
Christendom is widely debated. Some argue it will be an exception; others that it will follow
the pattern of other Western societies.
15See, for example, Newbigin, The Gospel as Public Truth and Truth to Tell.
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rehabilitate this term. Nor is it possible to detach it from notions of imposition and
the privileging of Christian faith over other faiths (which is surely the implication of
Christian truth being determinative for the public realm). We really do need to
embrace post-Christendom now and celebrate the fresh opportunities it offers for
faithful discipleship, authentic church life and creative witness.

The term ‘post-Christendom’, contrary to the claims of some critics, does not
imply the withdrawal of Christians or the Church from the public realm.16 Rather, it
suggests that the nature of our involvement in politics, culture and society needs to
be renegotiated in light of changing circumstances and changing theological
convictions. The ‘post’ aspect of the term invites us to leave behind the compromises
of the past; the ‘Christendom’ aspect is a reminder of the legacy with which we must
grapple and from which we must learn as we explore uncharted territory.

But Wright’s term ‘non-Constantinian Christendom’ does invite further
reflection. What does ‘Constantinian’ mean, why do some writers use this term
rather than ‘Christendom’ to refer to the era which is coming to an end, and is this
helpful?

Post-Constantinian

The term ‘Constantinian’ points us back to the beginnings of the Christendom era in
the fourth century and to the Emperor Constantine I, who adopted Christianity and
began the process of replacing paganism with Christianity as the imperial religion.
Historians argue about Constantine’s motives and the depth of his commitment to
Christ. Some regard his conversion as genuine and his subsequent decisions as
motivated by a sense of vocation to Christianise the empire. Others regard him as a
political opportunist who recognised that paganism was dying and saw in the
expanding Church an ally with the support of which he could unite and rebuild the
empire. They also make very different assessments of the effects of the so-called
‘Constantinian shift’ on Church and empire, some lauding this as the triumph of the
gospel and the invitation to apply gospel values to all aspects of society, others
concluding that this represented the triumph of the empire over the Church,
achieving through domestication what persecution had been unable to accomplish.
These are not issues we can explore further here.17

Undoubtedly, Constantine’s ‘conversion’ and his invitation to the Church to
partner him in Christianising the empire set in motion a train of events that led
inexorably to the full-blown Christendom system of succeeding centuries. Although
Christendom would take shape over many centuries and would gradually expand
until the whole of Europe was incorporated into the corpus Christianum, it was
Constantine who initiated the process. To call what emerged ‘Constantinian’
acknowledges his foundational role. Without his intervention and championing of
Christianity, the future history of the Church and of Europe might have been very
different. In other regions, especially beyond the empire in the East, the Christian
community waxed and waned over the centuries but never had an equivalent
political champion. There was no Asian Christendom.

16SeeCarter,RethinkingChrist andCulture, which exposes the serious flaws inH.RichardNiebuhr’s
famous typology of Christian social involvement and challenges the widespread perception that
Anabaptism inevitably advocates or results in withdrawal from society.
17See Murray, Post-Christendom, 23–46, 74–108.
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But there are reasons to query whether ‘Constantinian’ is an appropriate
synonym for the Christendom era.

First, although Constantine identified himself as a Christian, lavished favours
and finance on the Church, increased its influence to the disadvantage of paganism
and made it clear that he wanted everyone in the empire to follow his lead, he did not
impose Christianity on the empire. There were inducements to convert, but no
coercion. These inducements were effective and the Church experienced massive
growth during the fourth century, to the consternation of those who advocated a
return to the old imperial religion. But under Constantine and his immediate
successors paganism and other religions were permitted to continue unmolested.
Indeed, there was even a short-lived attempt by the Emperor Julian later in the
fourth century to turn the clock back and reinvigorate paganism. At the end of the
fourth century no more than half the population of the empire was Christian, and
the Roman senate was still almost entirely pagan in 380.

Only under the Emperor Theodosius I, at the very end of the fourth century, did
imperial pressure begin to mount significantly, and not until Justinian in the sixth
century was the full force of imperial law invoked to require all to be Christians. The
totalitarian system, the full partnership of Church and state, the imposition of
compulsory tithing and the use of coercion to suppress dissent that characterised the
Christendom era for many centuries was not operational until long after
Constantine’s reign. It is arguable that Constantine set this process in motion,
that he refrained from using coercion for political rather than ideological or
theological reasons, and that an imperial system will inevitably move to crush dissent
sooner or later. But perhaps the term ‘Constantinian’ should be reserved for
designating situations where the political authorities favour Christianity, but refrain
from imposing it.18 Perhaps ‘Theodosian’ (or ‘Justinianian’ if it were pronounceable)
would be a better term for the emerging Christendom system?

Second, although Constantine’s influence revolutionised the social context within
which the fourth-century Church operated, it was not the emperor who revised its
theology and transformed its ecclesiology and missiology. Indeed, many early
Church practices, such as the baptism of believers rather than infants, persisted
throughout the fourth century. It was Constantine who summoned the church
leaders to great councils to debate theology and formulate creeds, and it was his
patronage and that of his successors that influenced the outcomes of these, often
rancorous, gatherings. But it was the theologians and bishops who adapted
Christianity to its new imperial setting – not least the famous Augustine of Hippo.

Augustine was more critical than Eusebius of Caesarea and many other
contemporary church leaders of some features of the new regime, insisting that this
was not ‘the city of God’,19 but he introduced many novel theological, hermeneutical
and ecclesial ideas that enabled the Church to adjust to its new social and political
context. Some of these flew in the face of three centuries of tradition, but with
remarkably little opposition they became the new orthodoxy. These included:
introducing the principle of arbitrary predestination that consigned most of
humanity to eternal punishment;20 enunciating the conviction that ‘error has no

18Maybe, in fact, the situation Nigel Wright envisages and labels ‘non-Constantinian
Christendom’!
19See Augustine’s The City of God.
20W.H.C. Frend, The Early Church, 198.
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rights’;21 providing theological justification for the oppression and coercion of
religious opponents;22 teaching that the visible Church comprised a small proportion
of serious Christians and very many nominal believers;23 initiating a ‘baptismal
revolution’ so that baptising babies became normal;24 and adapting the classical ‘just
war’ tradition to construct an alternative approach to war, replacing the pacifism of
earlier centuries.25

Maybe ‘Augustinian’ (if this term were not already used with a different meaning)
would be a preferable alternative to ‘Constantinian’? For it was Augustine, not
Constantine, who laid the philosophical and theological foundations for the
Christendom era.

There are other, more mundane, reasons why the term ‘Constantinian’ is
problematic. It does not exactly slip off the tongue and may suggest that the subject
under discussion is primarily for academics. ‘Christendom’ is a much more accessible
term. It also connotes a specific historical development and may not facilitate the
wide-ranging conversations about Church and mission that the term ‘Christendom’
often does.

However, ‘Constantinian’ and ‘post-Constantinian’ are labels favoured by many
writers, especially those who discovered these concepts in the writings of Mennonite
theologian, John Howard Yoder. Stanley Hauerwas, for example, reflecting on the
political demise of Christendom but the persistence of Christendom ways of thinking
and behaving, writes: ‘Constantinianism is a hard habit to break’.26 Liberation
theologian, José Miguez Bonino, insists that Christians can no longer be primarily
concerned with upholding the social order: ‘the question of the Constantinian church
has to be turned completely around. The true question is not ‘‘what degree of
justice . . . is compatible with the existing order?’’, but ‘‘what kind of order, which
order is compatible with the exercise of justice . . . ?’’’27 Lesslie Newbigin warns
against the dual temptation of either trying to restore Christendom or of imagining
ourselves back in the days of the early Church, as if the Christendom shift had never
occurred. He writes: ‘We are in a radically new situation and cannot dream either of
a Constantinian authority or of a pre-Constantinian innocence’.28 And Yoder
himself identifies ‘Constantinian reflexes’ in the areas of ethics (validating actions on
the basis of calculating costs and benefits) and ecclesiology (the fear of separatism).29

Yoder also introduces the term ‘neo-Constantinian’ to describe a transmuted
version of Christendom that may look quite different politically, but shares basic
assumptions about the role of the Church in society.30 In a consultation involving
Latin American liberation theologians, Mennonites and radical Protestants in the
late 1980s, Mennonites raised the issue of neo-Constantinianism. Noting an incident

21Kreider, The Change of Conversion, 55. For a study of the outworking of this in Northern
Ireland, see Liechty and Clegg, Moving Beyond Sectarianism.
22Kreider, The Change of Conversion, 55, 72–3.
23Yoder, The Priestly Kingdom, 136; Kreider, The Change of Conversion, 57, 64.
24David Wright, ‘Augustine and the Transformation of Baptism’.
25A classic study of this subject and Augustine’s influence is Bainton, Christian Attitudes
towards War and Peace.
26Hauerwas, After Christendom?, 18.
27Bonino, Towards a Christian Political Ethics, 83.
28Newbigin, The Gospel in a Pluralist Society, 224.
29Yoder, ‘Orientation in Midstream’, 163.
30Yoder, The Priestly Kingdom, 142–3.
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in early Anabaptist history in which an attempt was made to build a radical new
Christendom, Willard Swartley warned of the danger of liberation theology taking
the same course.31 Other participants rejected this concern but Yoder countered:
‘The respondents are not to blame for thus underestimating the weight of the
Constantinian question. It is, after all, not their language. It is the code language of
radical reformers at least since Waldo, and designates threats to a Gospel ethos more
deep-seated than what our respondents assure us will not happen’.32

The danger of neo-Constantinianism is very real, especially if Christendom is
interpreted merely as a historical era or political arrangement, rather than an
ideology and ‘a hard habit to break’. Yoder even introduces categories such as
‘neo-neo-Constantinianism’ and ‘neo-neo-neo-Constantinianism’ to underline his
concern about the capacity of this ideology to reproduce itself in new and more
subtle forms. But if he is correct that this is actually ‘code language’ within the
radical dissenting tradition (of which the Waldensians and Anabaptists are
representatives), this is all the more reason to use terminology that is more readily
understood than ‘post-Constantinian’.

Post-Christian

So, why not go further, abandon both ‘post-Constantinian’ and ‘post-Christendom’
and adopt an even simpler term, ‘post-Christian’?

This is certainly a term that many writers are using to describe an increasingly
secular but also multi-religious Western society. It picks up the common assumption
that the nations of Europe were once ‘Christian’ nations and endorses the ‘Christian
heritage’ notion that some wish to see included in the preamble to the European
constitutional treaty. It also acknowledges, generally with regret, that this is no
longer the case. Some writers urge the adoption of strategies that might help to
restore the Christian foundation of our societies; but most recognise that there is no
way to turn the clock back and that we need to develop new approaches in this
emerging context.

‘Post-Christian’ may be simpler than the alternatives, but using this term involves
serious risks of misinterpreting the past and misconstruing the opportunities and
challenges of the present.

Just as those who are critical of the Christendom synthesis can easily fall into the
trap of imagining that the pre-Christendom Church was pristine and glorious, so
those who hark back to when our society was ‘Christian’ can assume that most
Europeans were church-going, God-fearing and steeped in Christianity. The reality
is more complex. Secularism and other faiths were far less significant throughout the
Christendom centuries; there was a widespread belief in the reality of God and the
spiritual life; and the Church was central to culture in a way that we now find hard to
imagine. But church-going (in itself a term steeped in Christendom assumptions) was
rarely as consistent as we might expect; many priests – let alone ordinary church
members – were profoundly ignorant of the basics of the faith; moral standards were
often really low; and pagan ideas and practices survived for centuries, either mixed

31Swartley, ‘Liberation Theology’, 70.
32Yoder, ‘Orientation in Midstream’, 163.
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with Christianity or existing in parallel. Christendom was not as Christian as we
might assume.33

Furthermore, using ‘post-Christian’ language may cause us to ignore or avoid the
issue of the Christendom system. However Christian or otherwise individuals and
communities may have been, was Christendom itself Christian? Was any European
nation ever truly ‘Christian’ – and what would this have meant? Particular emperors,
popes, monarchs or princes may have been godly people, but were they enmeshed in
a structural framework that was fundamentally non-Christian or even, as dissidents
persistently claimed, ‘anti-Christian’? Is there any way of legitimately calling
‘Christian’ a system that persecuted these dissidents, oppressed the poor, justified
crusades and wars of aggression, denigrated cultures and colluded in injustice?

But the term ‘post-Christian’ can too easily gloss over such concerns and prevent
us from engaging at sufficient depth with the very mixed legacy of the Christendom
era. There were, of course, remarkable and deeply Christian aspects of the
Christendom era that we rightly celebrate and need to retain as we move into post-
Christendom. However critical we may be of the malign features of Christendom, we
will not write off the thought and experience of many centuries and a multitude of
Christian people. But there was much that we equally rightly reject, grieve over,
disavow and renounce as being fundamentally unchristian, even anti-Christian.
Using the term ‘post-Christian’ does not encourage us to discriminate carefully
enough.

Another problem with this term is that referring to European society as ‘post-
Christian’ undervalues the persistence and quality of Christian faith in contemporary
culture. The churches are shrinking and the influence of the Christian story is much
less than it was previously, but there are still millions of Christians in these societies.
Western culture may be post-Christendom, but it is not entirely devoid of Christians.

Differentiating ‘Christian’ from ‘Christendom’ is especially difficult in several
European languages. Suggesting that we should celebrate the end of Christendom (as
I have done in seminars in a number of European nations) results in confused and
anxious glances: am I really suggesting we should celebrate the end of Christian faith
in Europe? It is surely not insignificant that in these languages ‘Christianity’ is
conflated with ‘Christendom’, as if this were the only way in which the Christian
faith can be embodied in a culture! Clarity is essential here: post-Christendom is not
necessarily post-Christian.

Indeed, the end of Christendom might open up space for the recovery of
authentic forms of Christian faith. Post-Christendom could be more Christian than
Christendom, not less. As imperial Christianity in its various guises disintegrates and
we reflect on the impact of the Christendom shift on our theology, hermeneutics,
ethics, ecclesiology and missiology, what emerges might not only be contextually
more appropriate in a changing culture but more authentically Christian, more
faithful to our true heritage, and more hopeful. For the foreseeable future, Christians
who have more than a nominal religious identity will be a small minority in most
European societies. These societies may legitimately be labelled ‘post-Christendom’,
for the Christian story will no longer shape their culture, even if its memory does not
entirely fade. But they need not be designated ‘post-Christian’ if the Church can
rediscover its capacity to form communities of resilient, counter-cultural Christian
disciples who will witness faithfully and creatively in a plural culture.

33See further Wessels, Was Europe Ever Christian?
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There are no guarantees. The Western Church may simply not survive the shock
of post-Christendom. The necessary adjustments in thinking and practice may be too
much. The churches may wither. There are historical precedents for the virtual
disappearance of the Church from regions of the world where it was once dominant.
Missionaries from other parts of the world, handicapped by Christendom
assumptions of their own that Western Christians exported to them, may try in
vain to call Europeans to faith in Christ. Europe and other Western societies could
then become truly ‘post-Christian’, believing another story or losing faith in all
stories.

But there is a more hopeful scenario. As post-Christendom advances and we
discriminate carefully between the treasures, trinkets and treachery of the
Christendom era, perhaps we can find the resources we need for this emerging
culture. As we embrace the reality of post-Christendom and recognise the
opportunities as well as the challenges, perhaps we can find the courage and
creativity to re-imagine a Church on the margins that is humble, faithful and
winsome. As our imperial aspirations and attitudes gradually fade, and as the
incoherence of our postmodern, secular/post-secular, consumerist and increasingly
nihilistic culture becomes more obvious, perhaps we can live out another story and
invite others to join us. And perhaps our brothers and sisters from the global Church
can help us do so. For there are resources in the gospel, in the dissenting tradition
through the centuries, in the world Church – and even in the Christendom era – that
can enable us to testify persuasively to the way of Jesus.

So, does the label matter? Yes, I think it does. ‘Post-Constantinian’ and ‘post-
Christian’ may allow unchallenged or even unrecognised assumptions to undermine
our attempts to re-imagine mission, Church and discipleship in contemporary
culture. ‘Post-Christendom’ may have its own limitations, too, but it is probably the
best way of signalling the nature of the challenge we face and encouraging creative
responses.

Now, what does that mean for the discussion about the European constitutional
treaty . . . ?
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